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8248
Leather Luggage Tag
Help identify your luggage at the airport with a burst of 
color. These little tags are easy to spot in their bold 
colored leather highlighted with a creamy saddle stitch.
Size:  3½”W X 3¾”H
Colors:  Blk, Red, Lt. Blue, Green, Pink, Orange
Imprint:  Approx 2½”W x 2¼”H on front side. 
 Approx 1”W x 2¼”H on back side.
Deboss:  Approx 2½”W x 2¼”H on front side.

(1P3R) 72 73-300 301-720 721-1440
Imprint 7.10 5.67 5.41 5.18
Deboss 8.60 6.52 6.03 5.68                          

8255
Leather Jotter
This little leather jotter is perfect for your next 
power meeting. It features luxe leather highlighted 
with a creamy contrast stitch, and includes pen 
loop with stunning mini pen and a mini lined writing 
pad. A clear pocket for business cards or notes.
Size:  3¾”W x 5¼”H
Colors:  Blk, Lt. Blue, Red, Pink
Imprint:  Approx. 2¾”W x 3’H
Deboss:  Approx. 2¾”W x 3’H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 12.30 9.83 9.46 9.05
Deboss 14.60 11.39 10.68 10.00                            

8242
Leather Bookmark
A great gift, this leather bookmark comes in a 
kaleidoscope of colors and has a place to insert 
a photo of a loved one.
Size:  7”W x 1½”H
Colors:  Blk, Red, Lt. Blue, Green, Pink, Orange
Imprint:  Approx. 4”W x 1”H
Deboss:  Approx. 3½”W x 1”H

(1P3R) 72 73-300 301-720 721-1440
Imprint 6.00 4.79 4.57 4.35
Deboss 7.00 5.46 5.16 4.82                           

8256
Leather Passport Cover
This handsome leather passport cover, topped with a 
cream contrast stitch, securely holds your passport and 
boarding passes in classic style.
Size:  3¾”W x 5½”H
Colors:  Blk, Lt. Blue, Red, Green, Pink
Imprint:  Approx. 2¾”W x 3½”H
Deboss:  Approx. 2¼”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 11.20 8.98 8.61 8.23
Deboss 12.80 9.88 9.31 8.83                            

8236
Magnifying Bookmark
Done in leather with a contrast saddle stitch, this sleek 
bookmark has a magnifying glass built right in! Compact 
and clever, it makes a great gift or giveaway item!
Size:  7”W x 1½”H
Colors:  Red, Orange, Pink,Black, Green, Blue
Imprint:  On front and back, approx. 3¾”W x 1”H
Deboss:  On front and back, approx. 3¼”W x 1”H

(1P3R) 72 73-300 301-720 721-1440
Deboss 8.70 6.60 5.79 5.75
            

8236
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8239
Compact Leather Mirror
Shaped like a compact, its sleek leather exterior is trimmed 
with a saddle stitch, and features a snap closure, while the 
interior has dual mirrors, one regular, and one to magnify. 
A fabulous giveaway!

Size:  2¼”W x 3”H
Colors:  Blue, Pink, Red,Black
Imprint:  On back panel approx. 2”W x 1¾”H

(1P3R) 72 73-300 301-720 721-1440
Imprint 6.80 5.43 5.18 4.95
                        

8243
Playing Card Holder
This cute, compact playing card holder is new to our ever-
popular colored leather collection. Its richly colored leather, 
trimmed in a creamy saddle stitch, wraps a deck of cards 
(included) in sleek style.

Size:  2 3/4”W x 4”H
Colors:  Blue, Pink, Red,Black
Imprint:  On the flap, approx. 1 1/2”W x 1 1/4”H
Deboss:  On the flap, approx. 1 1/2”W x 1 1/4”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 12.30 9.83 9.46 9.05
Deboss 14.60 11.39 10.68 10.00
                        

8239

8252
Leather Penholder W/Frames
Spruce up your office with the ultimate desk accessory. Wrapped in luxe 
leather and topped with a creamy saddle stitch, it has lots of storage for 
writing instruments and office necessities and opens to reveal dual frames to 
show off pictures of your loved ones. A fantastic gift!

Size:  Dia. 4½” x 5”H
Colors:  Blk, Lt. Blue, Pink
Imprint:  Approx. 2”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 22.60 18.11 17.41 16.68
                        

8252

8253
Folding Cup W/Leather Case
Ideal for the pharmaceutical industry, this discreet leather case, complimented 
by contrast stitching, opens to reveal a compact drinking cup. Simply pull up 
on the stainless steel cup to expand and push it down to stow away. Great for 
travel or outdoors.

Size:  Dia. 2¾” x 1 5/8”D
Colors:  Blk, Lt. Blue, Red, Green, Pink
Imprint:  On the side approx 3½”W x 1”H, 
 or at top 1¾”W x 1¾”H
Deboss:  On the side approx 3½”W x 1”H, 
 or at top 1½”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 22.60 18.11 17.41 16.68
Deboss 25.00 19.98 18.91 17.83                            

8253

8243
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8245
Leather Coaster (Set Of 4)
Class and style come together in this stunning leather 
coaster set, complimented by a creamy contrast stitch. 
An excellent executive gift.

Size:  Diameter 3½”
Colors:  Blk, Red, Lt. Blue, Green, Pink
Imprint:  On the center approx. 3”W x 3”H
Deboss:  On the center approx. 2¾”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 14.00 10.89 10.19 9.58
Deboss 15.90 12.56 11.92 11.25                          

8250
Leather Jewelry Case
Secure your jewelry in compact style with this luscious little zip-around case. 
Wrapped in colored leather set off by a creamy saddle stitch, you’re sure to 
love this perfect little piece that’s ideal for use at home and for travel.

Size:  5”W x 3¼”H x 1½”D
Colors:  Blk, Lt. Blue, Red, Pink
Imprint:  On top lid approx. 3½”W x 2”H
Deboss:  On top lid approx. 3”W x 1¾”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 22.60 18.11 17.41 16.68
Deboss 24.60 19.48 18.49 17.50                            

8245

8250

8220
Message-In-The Box
In a world of email, nothing seems more sincere than a hand written note, and this 
gorgeous stationary set make penning your thoughts a pleasure. The signature 
envelope box, made of rich wood wrapped in leather, is lined with supple suede 
and sealed with a magnetic snap closure. Inside you’ll find a stylish ballpoint pen 
elegantly paired with 20 beautiful blank cards & envelopes.

Size:  7¼”W x 5¾”H x 2½”D
Colors:  Black, Brown
Imprint:  On triangle flap approx 3½”W x 1¼”H
Deboss:  On triangle flap approx 3”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Imprint 45.70 36.52 35.19 33.84 
Deboss 48.80 38.72 37.19 35.41                             

8225
The Memory Cube
A strong wooden frame wrapped in rich leather, this unique picture 
frame cube is the perfect heartfelt gift for home and office. Featuring 
four frames to proudly display your finest photos, including two circular 
and two square frame designs. Lift its top cover to reveal a gorgeous 
inner liner with ample space your valuables.

Size:  5”W x 5”H x5”D
Colors:  Brown, Black
Imprint:  On the top lid approx. 3½”W x 3½”H
Deboss:  On the top lid approx. 3”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 23.10 18.51 17.80 17.06 
Deboss 25.10 19.88 18.88 17.88                            

8225

8220
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7051
Desktop Pen Holder
A fine wooden frame wrapped in full-grain cowhide, 
lined in luxe leatherette gives this striking piece 
style. Store writing instruments at your fingertips 
in this richly appointed desktop accessory.

Size:  3”W x 4¼”H x 3”D
Colors:  Black, Burgundy
Deboss:  On lower panel 
 approx. 2¼”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 23.00 18.36 17.34 16.33                            

7051

7062
Leather Desk Assistant
Made of fine NAPA cowhide leather, this unique tray 
organizes all your stationary items in supreme style 
and places them at your fingertip. Truly the perfect 
piece for your next award program.

Size:  5” x 3 3/4” x 4”
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the panel approx. 3 1/2” x 1 3/4” H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 22.60 17.95 17.10 16.21                            

Special: $12.29 (R)

7053
Special: $10.99 (R)

7053
Desktop Picture Frame
Wrap photos of loved ones in supple, full-grain cow-
hide. This rich, round-edge leather frame focuses at-
tention on your favorite photos. Holds 4 x 5” pictures.

Size:  5½”W x 7½”H
Colors:  Black, Burgundy
Deboss:  At the bottom of the frame 
 approx. 3¾”W x 1”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 17.60 13.82 13.02 12.25                            

7055
Leather Desktop Paper Tray
A rich wooden frame covered in fine, full-grain cowhide lined in luxe leatherette 
perfects this posh place for papers. Its generous size allows it to hold legal-size 
documents and non-slip material at the base holds it securely in place. Enjoy a 
convenient place to store documents or magazines in richly appointed style.

Size:  15” x 10” x 2 1/2”
Colors:  Black, Burgundy
Deboss:  On top edge cover approx. 3 1/2” x 1 1/4”H 

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Deboss 42.80 33.89 32.53 30.92                            
Special: $27.00 (R)

7050
Desktop Card Holder
A strong wooden frame is wrapped in luxe full-grain 
cowhide to create this elegant piece. The perfect piece 
for customers or employees, it?s a stylish solution for 
easy access to business cards.

Size:  4½”W x 2”H x 1¾”D
Colors:  Black, Burg
Deboss:  On front panel approx.3”W x 1”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 17.60 13.82 13.02 12.25                            

7050

7062
7055
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7065
Leather Perfect Paper Stand
Made of top grain leather trimmed in leatherette. Features include 
a computer sleeve, a zip pocket, and additional pockets for CDs, 
disks, cards, and pens inside. 2 accordion files, 2 front zip pockets, 
and 1 rear zip pocket. Detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  12 1/4” x 8 1/4” x 9”
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the panel approx. 4”W x 2 3/4”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Deboss 52.00 40.99 39.08 37.40                            
Special: $25.00 (R)

6581
The Composer (CD Holder)
Fashioned in full-grain cowhide leather and suede-like brushed twill, 
lined in a cream saddle stitch. This posh piece contains 12 sleeves to 
accommodate 24 CDs and zips around to hold contents securely in 
style. 

Size:  6 1/2” x 6 3/4” x 2”
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On the oval shape leather trim approx. 2 1/2”W x 1 1/2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 24.60 19.64 18.74 17.75                            
Special: $13.50 (R)

6570
Navigator Travel Wallet with Gift box
Made of suede-like brushed twill and supple, full-grain cowhide leather, 
trimmed in a creamy saddle stitch. A traveler’s dream, it features a 
passport pocket, five credit card pockets, and ID pocket, zip pockets 
and many additional pockets for tickets, traveler’s checks and other 
travel documents. Specially sized to accommodate a ticket jacket, it 
also boasts an open pocket outside for your boarding pass.

Size:  8 3/4” x 4 1/2”
Colors:  Black, Brown, Rose Pink
Deboss:  On the front cover approx. 3” x 1 1/2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 36.60 24.38 23.31 22.19                            

6593
Golf Shoe Bag (Vintage)
Made of suede-like brushed twill and full-grain leather, outlined in a 
creamy saddle stitch, this modern, stylish tote is perfect for golf shoes. 
Lined in plush velvet, it features dual side zipper pockets for accessories 
and a soft-grip handle for comfort while carrying.

Size:  10½”W x 15”H x 6”D
Colors:  Brown, Black
Deboss:  On top approx. 3¼”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Deboss 70.00 55.63 53.07 50.78              

6593

6570

7065

6581
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6580
The Siren Cosmetic Bag (Vintage) 
This stunning mix of suede-like brushed twill and luxe full-grain leather is 
trimmed in a creamy saddle stitch to create the perfect piece to hold all 
your cosmetics. Ideal for daily use or travel, it’s fully lined and features a 
zip pocket inside. Are you ready for your close up?

Size:  8”W x 7”H x 2¼”D
Colors:  Black, Brown,Atlantic Blue,Rose Pink
Deboss:  On front leather trim at top 
 approx. 3½”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 33.00 26.44 25.16 23.83              

6743
The Angeleno 
All done up in dramatically sleek, fine-weave nylon, and Napa 
leather and topped with a contrast stitch. This bag packs 
all you toiletries in style. An outside zip pocket, numerous 
interior pockets and a large zippered opening allow for easy 
organization for shampoo, cream, curling iron, brush, hair 
dryer etc. and a clever hook that allows it to hang eliminates 
counter clutter.

Size:  9½”W x 8½”H x 4½”D
Colors:  Black, Rust
Deboss:  On flap approx. 4”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Deboss 61.80 49.17 47.29 45.13              

6743

6580

6592

6592
Toiletry Case (Vintage)
Crafted in supple brushed twill and full-grain leather, trimmed 
with a creamy saddle stitch, this clever folding case is ideal 
for a golf event. Triple separated mesh pockets hold all your 
cosmetics or grooming aids, and a generous side pocket is 
perfect for larger items. Other features include a zip pocket for 
accessories, an ID pocket at the top, and a hook that allows 
it to hang from a door.

Size:  Closed: 9½”W x 8½”H x 2”D
 Opened:9½”W x 21”H
Colors:  Black,Brown
Deboss:  On top approx. 3½”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Deboss 56.00 45.03 43.13 41.08              
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6722
Shoe-In
Whether attending a golf tournament or just spending a day 
on the green, the Shoe-In is the perfect caddy. This clever 
carrier features a handle located at the top of the bag, making 
it a pleasure to tote around. 4 mesh screens keep the interior 
cool and ventilated, but most importantly, an ultra-plush lining 
ideal keeps shoes free from scrapes and scuffs. Made of rich 
cotton twill and heavy-duty leatherette.

Size:  9”W x 14¾”H x 5½”D
Colors:  Black, Mahogany
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4“W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Deboss 50.80 40.52 38.94 37.00              

6720

6722

6723

6720
The Ace
This pint-sized pouch packs a powerful punch, securely storing 
valuable items, like a watch, wallet, phone, or jewelry while 
you’re on the green. The plush lining inside keeps items free 
from scrapes and scuffs. The clever hook in the back allows 
the pouch to attach to a golf bag. Made of rich cotton twill 
and heavy-duty leatherette.

Size:  6”W x 7½”H x 1½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the flap approx 3”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 28.00 22.40 21.25 20.08              
Special: $17.50 (R)

6723
The Steward (Shave Kit) 
Let the Steward take charge of all your travel necessities on 
your next trip. Tote your toiletries in style with three elastic 
pockets, dual mesh pockets and a zip-around organizer in the 
back. Its clever design allows it to hang when in use. Made of 
rich cotton twill w/ heavy-duty leatherette. 

Size:  10 1/2”W x 7”H x 3 1/2”D
Colors:  Mahogany
Deboss:  On front flap approx 4” x2”(H)

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 41.00 32.75 31.25 29.76              
Special: $24.99 (R)

Special: $28.50 (R)
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P7123
Leather Golf Pouch
The perfect gift for the avid golf enthusiast! This small golf pouch is compact 
enough to carry your golf balls and tees without being uncomfortable and comes 
complete with a metal clip for attaching to your golf bag. It’s the perfect gift item 
to stuff with golf balls and tees for your next golf tournament giveaways. Made of 
supple leather.

Size:  4”W x 6 ½”H x 1 ½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss: On front panel approx 2 ¾”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 20.20 15.92 15.05 14.20             

P7123

P7125
Leather Golf Pouch
Done in supple Napa leather, this luxurious pouch is perfect place 
to store all your accessories at the golf course.  Lined in rich vel-
vet, it has plenty of room for your phone, wallet, watches, jewelry 
and keys. On the back, there’s a clip that allows it to attach to your 
golf bag for added security.

Size:  5”W x 7”H x 1 ¾”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On top pocket approx 2 ¼” x 2 ¼”H, 
 or bottom approx 3 ½ x 2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 23.60 18.67 17.71 16.75             

P7128
Leather Golf Shoe Bag
This luxurious leather golf shoe bag is the perfect compliment to your golf 
game.  All done up in supple Napa leather, trimmed in leatherette and lined 
in a rich velvet, other features include 4 breathable vents on the sides, a 
large U-shaped zip opening for easy access, and a soft carry handle at the 
top. Individually boxed. 

Size:  19 ½”W x 14”H x 5”D
Colors:  Black
Embroidery:  On the flap approx 3 x 3”H
Deboss: On the flap approx 3 ½ x 3 ½”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Deboss 58.00 46.03 43.63 41.50          

P7125

P7128

P8873
Leather Fanny Pack
Made of soft lamb skin, it’s fully-lined and features 5 
zip-pockets to fully organize your small personal items. 
Has a 54” adjustable waist strap for the perfect fit.

Size:  5½”W x 13”H x 3”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  On front pocket approx. 5”W x 2½”H
Deboss:  On front pocket approx. 4”W x 2¼”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 15.30 12.19 11.75 11.27
Deboss 17.60 13.76 12.96 12.14                             

P8873
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P7175
Travel Wallet
For international travelers, this is the ideal wallet to carry. 
Multiple pockets include and ID pocket, passport pocket, 
3 card-holders, a coin pocket, a zip pocket for money, 
3 full-size pockets for multiple types of currency, and a 
flap-pocket for the itinerary. Also features a pen loop and 
an open pocket outside for a boarding pass. Made of soft 
lambskin, it comes in gift box.

Size:  4½”W x 7½”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front or back approx. 3¼””W x 3½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 34.00 27.25 25.94 24.58                             

P7175

7057

7057
Hold Everything
Made of supple NAPA cowhide with luxe leather lining, this tray is a stylish 
solution to storing small items. Snap the corners together to create a 
convenient tray for a cell phone, keys, jewelry, changes, watch, prescription 
or wallet. Ideal for use at home or hotel, it’s the perfect personal gift.

Size:  5½”W x 5½”H x 1½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the center of the tray inside    
approx. 2½”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 22.10 17.45 16.54 15.63                             

P7372
Leather Toiletry Kit
Made of supple lamb skin, it features washable vinyl lining for 
easy care and cleaning. The spacious, zippered main compart-
ment is ideal for all your travel grooming needs, while a zip 
pocket in front holds small accessories. Side carry handle.

Size:  Closed: 9½”W x 5½”H x 5½”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  On top approx.4”W x 3”H
Deboss:  On top approx. 3½”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 27.00 21.59 20.47 19.33    

P7372

P7122
Leather Wrist Pouch
Made of supple NAPA leather with a shiny croc trim, this 
accessory pouch is perfect to hold your wallet, phone, keys 
and cosmetics during your next night out. With a detachable 
wrist strap for added convenience and security when carrying. 
Individual boxed.

Size:  7½”W x 4¾”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  In the middle front and back approx 3”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 72 73-300 301-720 721-1440
Deboss 13.60 10.58 9.90 9.25             

P7122
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P7069
The Vineyard (2 Bottles)
Built with a rich wooden frame and wrapped in bonded 
leather, this wine case is the perfect mix of utility and 
luxury. The padded plush lined interior provides superior 
protection while preserving the elegant presentation of this 
two-bottle wine case. A center divider with a pocket neatly 
accommodates a corkscrew opener & napkins. A soft-grip 
handle and four metal feet at the base finish this fine piece.

Size:  7 ½” x 13”H x 3 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Cognac
Imprint:  On front panel approx 2 ½”W x 6”H
Deboss:  On front panel approx 2 ½”W x 4”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Imprint 61.00 48.86 47.10 45.13 
Deboss 65.00 51.45 48.85 46.63                             

P7061
Single Wine Tote
This single-bottle wine tote is a perfect complement to any wine gift. It is made of 
bonded leather with suede lining and unique circular accents to show off the wine 
bottle. With round carry handles at the top with subtle cream contrast stitching. 

Size:  3 ¾”W x 12”H x 3”D (not including the handles)
Colors:  Black, Cognac
Imprint:  Front or back below handle approx 3”W x 2 ½”H
Deboss:  Front or back below handle approx 3”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 23.90 19.10 18.41 17.67 
Deboss 26.00 20.51 19.41 18.42                             

8228
The Casino Royale
This rich wooden frame wrapped with PU coated 
split leather holds a fabulous 5-in-1 gaming set. 
A superb gift item perfect for parties and ideal 
for entertaining, it’s filled with 5 classic games 
secured in the case with a high-quality lock. 
Includes the following games & components: 
Chess, Backgammon, Checkers, Dominoes, 
Cribbage, 8 dices and 2 decks of cards.

Size:  11”W x 11”H x 2 3/8”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  On top cover approx 6”W x 5”H
Deboss:  On top cover approx 4”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Imprint 69.52 55.41 53.04 50.90
Deboss 72.00 57.24 54.62 52.28                            

8228

P7061

P7069
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8213
Recycled Envelope  
This cool addition to our eco collection is the size of a 
standard greeting card, shaped like an envelope and 
features a snap closure. Ideal for coupons or photos, 
or a creative way to dress up an invitation. Made of 
recycled leather.

Size:  7¾”W x 6”H
Colors:  Blk, Red
Imprint:  On flap approx. 5”W x 1¾”H
Deboss:  On flap approx. 4”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 96 97-480 481-1000 1001-2000
Imprint 5.98 4.76 4.53 4.31
Deboss 6.90 5.46 5.08 4.68

8211
Recycled Card Holder
This eco-chic, letter style wallet with snap closure 
is made using recycled leather materials. Perfect 
for business cards or money.

Size:  4”W x 3”H
Colors:  Blk, Red
Imprint:  On flap approx. 2¾”W x 7/8”H
Deboss:  On flap approx. 2½”W x ¾”H

(1P3R) 144 145-600 601-1200 1201-2400
Imprint 3.68 2.90 2.73 2.58
Deboss 4.60 3.60 3.28 2.95

8061
Luggage Tag
Made of top grain cowhide. Size to fit regular busi-
ness card. It has a cut open on back side. 

Size:  4 5/8” X 2 3/4”
Colors:  Blk, Tan
Imprint:  On solid side approx. 3” X 2”H
Deboss:  On solid side approx. 3” X 2”

(1P3R) 144 145-600 601-1200 1201-2400
Imprint 3.80 3.00 2.84 2.69
Deboss 4.80 3.67 3.43 3.16

8215
Recycled Document Holder
This earth-friendly folder is made from recycled leather 
materials and features a secure snap closure. It’s the 
perfect way to present materials and preserve the 
planet at your next promotion or meeting.

Size:  12”W x 9”H
Colors:  Blk, Red
Imprint:  On flap approx. 8”W x 3”H
Deboss:  On flap approx. 4½”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 72 73-300 301-720 721-1440
Imprint 10.10 8.03 7.70 7.38
Deboss 11.70 9.11 8.45 7.88

8211

8213

8215

8061
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P7120P7120
Coin Pouch
Done in supple NAPA leather, this sleek, functional pouch, 
ideal for coins and incidentals, features a zip-top closure 
to keep contents secure.   Individually boxed, it’s an 
exceptional value that’s sure to please!

Size:  4½”W x 3½”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  on front pocket approx 3”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 96 97-480 481-1000 1001-2000
Deboss 8.20  6.20  5.71  5.38                              

8002
Bi-Fold
Made of lamb skin leather w/leather 
lining. The inside has lots of pockets and a 
key holder, gift boxed.

Size:  4½”W x 3 3/8”H
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On front cover outside 
approx. 3”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 19.50 15.58 14.95 14.17                             

P8016

Wallet w/ coin pocket
Keep track of your spending easier with this wallet! Made 
of lamb skin, this wallet’s special feature is a pocket that 
unfolds to reveal space to secure your receipts or coins. 
The pocket is secured by a button snap. It also features a 
clear window for your ID. The wallet also has space for all 
your cards and money. Gift boxed.

Size:  4 ½”W x 4”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front cover approx 3”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 22.50 18.00 17.29 16.42                             

8002

P8016

Gift Box

8008
Check Book Cover
Made of supple lamb skin, it accommodates your check book and 
has 7 slots for cards, an ID pocket and a penholder, gift boxed.

Size:  7½”W x 3½”H
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On front cover outside approx. 2½”W x 4”H.

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 24.50 19.62 18.85 17.92                            

8008
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Gift Box

8001
Card Case
Made of lamb skin leather, the inside 
features 2 pockets and 1 ID pocket, and the 
outside has 1 open pocket, gift boxed.

Size:  4”W x 2¾”H
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On pocket outside or inside 
 approx. 3”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 14.30 11.28 10.79 10.25                             

8001

8010
Magic Wallet
Made in lamb skin, this piece tucks away your money 
and cards like magic! May be opened from either 
side and features clever inside 3 card slots and a 
clear pocket for ID, gift boxed.

Size:  2¾”W x 4¼”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the front approx. 2”W x 2” H.

(1P3R) 72 73-300 301-720 721-1440
Deboss 11.30 8.86 8.45 8.00                          

8010

8015
Money Clip Wallet
Made of lamb skin, this clever item is a money clip and wallet all in one. 
Compact and functional, it holds you cash securely in place and has additional 
space for 6 credit and ID cards. Tucks neatly into your pocket, gift boxed.

Size:  4¼”W x 3 3/8”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the front or back approx. 2½”W x 1¾”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 19.50 15.58 14.95 14.17                             

8015

8017
Money Clip
Made of lamb skin. This unique, sleek wallet has 3 slots for credit 
cards and an additional one in the center. A clever magnetic clip on 
the back to holds money in place, gift boxed.

Size:  2¼”W x 3¾”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On pocket side approx. 2”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 17.00 13.55 12.99 12.29                            

8017
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8013
Slim Card Case
Made of lamb skin, this compact case carries all your 
cards! On the front, you’ll find 3 slots for cards and a clear 
ID pocket on the back. Inside features an additional 6 card 
slots! It’s the perfect little piece for a great big impression, 
gift boxed.

Size:  2¾”W x 4¼”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front or inside pockets approx. 2”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 12.30 9.67 9.23 8.75                             

7170A
Travel Organizer with Gift box
Made of top grain cowhide leather, it also features a leather 
interior. Inside there are 7 pockets to accommodate a passport, 
check book, tickets, money, memo, coins, etc. and 6 slots for 
credit cards and ID. Additional pocket outside.

Size:  9 1/4” X 4 3/4”
Colors:  Black, Burgundy
Deboss:  On the pocket outside approx. 2”W x 1 1/2”H.

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 601-600
Deboss 46.80 35.50 34.08 32.42                             

8022
Mega Wallet
Can’t find your card, because you’ve crammed too much stuff 
in your wallet? Well here’s the solution to your problem. Made 
of fine NAPA cowhide, this ultimate wallet features a unique 10 
accordion file, allowing you to easily view, locate and access your 
countless cards. A separate compartment for money and clear ID 
window add appeal.  

Size:  4 1/4”W x 3 1/2”H x 1 1/2”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front cover approx. 2 1/4” x 1 1/2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 20.60 16.34 15.29 14.38                            
Special: $11.99 (R)

Gift Box
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P8345
Universal Small Tablet Case
Made of bonded leather, this unique tablet case is 
designed to fit most brands of 7” tablets.  Featuring 4 
moveable corners, it adjusts to fit the size of your tab-
let.  A secure, elastic hand strap allows for effortless 
handheld viewing, and multiple grooves give the user 
different angle options for an optimal view. Sleek suede 
lining also helps to protect your tablet.  

Size:  6½”W x 9”H x ¾”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  On front approx 4½”W x 6”H
Deboss:  On front approx 3”W x 3½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 27.60 22.22 21.38 20.43              
Deboss 30.00 24.02 22.81 21.58                                             

P8345

P8342
360 Rotation Ipad Case
This sleek iPad case comes beautifully finished in 
bonded leather along with a hard plastic shell for your 
iPad. With a hard plastic shell designed with 360 
degree rotational capability along with 3 grooves on 
the backside allowing the iPad to lock into three differ-
ent viewing positions. This case can easily switch from 
a vertical viewing position to a comfortable horizontal 
typing position. This minimalist design allows your iPad 
to maintain its sleek design while being fully protected. 
This case fits iPad2 & The new iPad. 

Size:  7½” W x 9¾” H x ¾” D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  on the back panel approx 7” x 4½”
Deboss:  on the back panel approx 3½” x 3”

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 32.60 26.26 25.29 24.18 
Deboss 35.00 28.06 26.72 25.33

P8343

Zip Around Noteworthy Ipad Case
This zip around iPad case makes tedious note taking 
seem like a convenient leisure. With a built in memo 
pad and rigid stand, this case allows the iPad to rest 
at a nice angle from which you can watch and jot down 
a few notes. The case features a soft velvet divider 
in the middle to protect the screen. Additionally, 
there are several compartments for cards, IDs, and 
pens. This zip around case provides protection with a 
coating of stylish, classy bonded leather. This case fits 
iPad2 & The new iPad. Who said meetings have to be 
inconvenient and boring? 

Size:  8¾” W x 10¼” H x 1” D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  on front panel approx 6” W x 7” H
Deboss:  on front panel approx 3½” x 3½” H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 36.60 29.49 28.41 27.18 
Deboss 39.00 31.29 29.84 28.33

P8342

P8343
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P8337
Kindle Fire Case
Made of bonded leather and lined in rich velvet, this 
sleek case features a custom-cut sleeve that keeps 
your Kindle Fire in-hand, while another elastic strap 
fastens the front and back panel together while you 
are holding and working on your Kindle fire. The front 
panel of the case can be folded into a support stand, 
keeping the Kindle properly positioned for optimal 
viewing of videos. 

Size:  5”W x 7½”H x ¾”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  On front panel approx 3½”W x 4½”H
Deboss:  On front panel approx 3”W x 3½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 20.00 15.88 15.23 14.50 
Deboss 22.00 17.55 16.56 15.58             

P8333
Leather iPhone Case
This sleek leather case fits your iPhone perfectly! Simple and compact, it features 
a clever cut-out sleeve that allows your iPhone to remain ready-to-use while in the 
case. Two compact card slots hold a credit card and driver’s license when you go 
out to dinner or a party. Dual magnetic snaps neatly secure the flap closure, and 
velvet lining completes this perfect piece. 

Size:  3½”W x 4 7/8”H x ½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front or back approx. 2”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 2060 16.24 15.36 14.50                             

P8333

Special: $10.95 (R)

Special: $14.95 (R)

P8337

7184
Leather Accessory Case
This zip-around, soft NAPA leather case provides the best 
protection for your small electric devices like a hard drive, 
GPS, Camera or Games.Perfect for home, office or travel.

Size:  4”W x 6”H x 1¼”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front cover outside approx. 3”W x 1¾”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 19.60 15.43 14.58 13.75                             

7184
Special: $9.00 (R)

7186
Palm Pilot Leather Organizer
Made of full grain cowhide leather, it zips around to hold everything in 
place. Using a clever Velcro attachment, it accommodates most palm 
pilots. Inside, there is a divider with pockets for credit cards, a battery 
loop, penholder and memo pad. Outside features include a phone pocket 
and hand strap.

Size:  6” x 4” x 1 1/4”
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front flap approx. 2 1/2” x 1 1/2” 

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 33.60 26.79 25.65 24.44                             

7186

Special: $14.00 (R)
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P8259

P8259
Cord Master
Tired of having all your cords tangled? This cord wrap-
per is the perfect solution! Made of supple Columbian 
leather, this cord wrapper will keep your cords neatly 
organized so they don’t tangle. This wrapper is perfect 
for your next promotion. Packed in a pictured box.

Size:  Folded: 3”W x 2”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss: On front or back 2 ½”W x 1”H

(1P3R) 144 145-600 601-1200 1201-2400
Imprint 4.10 3.20 3.02 2.85           
Deboss 5.20 3.92 3.59 3.26            

P8260
Cord Master
Tired of having all your cords tangled? This cord mas-
ter is the perfect solution! Made of supple Columbian 
leather, this cord master with a Velcro closure will 
keep your cords neatly organized. it is perfect for your 
next promotion. Packed in a pictured box.

Size:  3 ½”W x 4 ½”H
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  On the back center approx 3”W x 1 ¼”H
Deboss:  On the center approx 3”W x 1 ¼”H

(1P3R) 144 145-600 601-1200 1201-2400
Imprint 4.10 3.20 3.02 2.85             
Deboss 5.20 3.93 3.60 3.27                                             

P8260

P8263
Cord Master Plus
The cord master plus is the perfect solution for carry-
ing multiple wires! With three elastic loops for cords 
& two loops for stylus, it’ll keep all your cords in one 
easy-to-carry case and to ensure they won’t tangle 
together during transit. Never lose track of your cables 
again! Made of supple Columbia leather.

Size:  8”W x 5 ½”H
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the back approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Deboss 16.00 12.15 11.33 10.48              
                                            

P8263
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8270
Business Card Holder
Store your business cards in sleek style with this 
addition to our popular colored leather collection. 
Boasting richly colored bonded leather topped with 
a creamy saddle stitch, it neatly holds 96 cards in 
clear sheets. A clear pocket in the back for an ID.

Size:  4”W x 9¾”H
Colors:  Blk, Navy, Red
Imprint:  On front panel, approx. 2½”W x 4”H
Deboss:  On front panel, approx. 2½”W x 4”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 18.00 14.39 13.81 13.22
Deboss 20.00 15.76 14.90 13.97            

8270

8271
Jr. Size Memo Pad Holder
A new addition to our acclaimed colored leather 
collection, the richly colored bonded leather of 
this little journal makes a big impact. Stylish and 
functional, it features pockets for ID, cards, notes 
& pen loop. (Memo Pad included)

Size:  6½”W x 8½”H
Colors:  Blk, Navy, Red
Imprint:  On front panel, approx. 4”W x 3”H
Deboss:  On front panel, approx. 3¼”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 21.30 17.10 16.49 15.80
Deboss 23.60 18.67 17.71 16.75             

8272
Memo Pad Holder

This perfect padfolio is the latest addition to our 
hugely popular colored leather collection. Made 
of bonded leather trimmed in a creamy saddle 
stitch, it features a letter size pad (included), pen 
loop, ID window, and multiple interior pockets 
to hold business cards, letters, documents and 
periodicals.

Size:  9½”W x 12”H
Colors:  Blk, Navy, Red
Imprint:  On front panel, approx. 6”W x 3½”H
Deboss:  On front panel, approx: 4”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 30.80 24.78 23.82 22.75 
Deboss 33.00 26.11 24.99 23.75            

8271

8272
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P8182
Memo Pad Holder (Bellino) 
Crafted in rich, supple Columbian leather accented 
with woven deboss leather trim give it an elegant 
appeal. The features include open pockets inside for  
your tablet, notes, calculator, notes, cards, and pens. 
It comes with a memo pad can be inserted on either 
end to suit right and left hander users. 

Size:  9 ½”W x 12 ½”H
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4”W x 2 ¾”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480 
Deboss 89.00 70.91 67.83 64.58 

           

P8181
Junior Size Memo Pad Holder (Bellino)
Crafted in rich, supple Columbian leather accented with 
woven deboss leather trim. The features include open 
pockets inside for calculator, notes, cards, and pens. It 
comes with a memo pad can be inserted on either end to 
suit right and left hand users.
 
Size:  7 ½”W x 9”H
Colors:  Black. Brown
Deboss:  On front approx 4”W x 2 ½”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600 
Deboss 62.00 49.03 46.52 44.38 

           

8167

P8182

P8181

8167
Zip-around Padfolio
Made of supple NAPA cowhide, this functional folio is 
packed with pockets for a PDA, notes, cards, ID, and a pen. 
Zips completely around to hold contents securely in place 
and includes a memo pad.
 
Size:  10¼”W x 13 3/8”H x 1½”D
Colors:    Tan
Deboss:  On front panel approx. 4”W x 2½”H, or 
 inside lower left pocket approx. 3”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480 
Deboss 93.00 74.13 70.94 67.99 
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P8177
Zip-Around Padfolio
This zip-around padfolio is ideal for your next meeting! An open 
pocket in front allows for quick access to handouts. Unzipping 
the padfolio reveals a fully equipped organizer that comes with 
a padded tablet sleeve, an open pocket for memos, 3 card 
pockets, two elastic loops for USBs, and a mesh pocket for a 
phone. The spine has an elastic pen loop. It also comes with a 
full size memo pad that can be inserted on either end to suit 
right and left handers! Made of bonded leather. 
 
Size:  10 ½”W x 13 ½”H x 1 ½”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint: On front pocket approx 8”W x 5 ½”H
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4”W x 2 ¾”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600 
Imprint   59.00          47.25      45.54 43.63
Deboss    63.00         49.84       47.29  45.13             

P8178
Zip-Around 3 Ring Binder
This 1” 3-ring zip-around padfolio is ideal for your next 
meeting! An open pocket in front allows quick access to 
handouts. Unzipping the padfolio reveals a fully equipped 
organizer that comes with a padded tablet sleeve, an open 
pocket for memos, 3 card pockets, two pen loops, two 
elastic loops for USBs, and a mesh pocket for phone. It 
also comes with a full size memo pad that can be inserted 
on either end to suit right and left handers! Made of bonded 
leather.
 
Size:  11”W x 14”H x 2”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint: On front pocket approx 8”Wx 5 ½”H
Deboss: On front pocket approx 4”W x 2 ¾”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600 
Imprint 65.00 52.08 50.21 48.12
Deboss 69.00 54.66 51.96 49.62   

           

P8177

P8178

6740
6740

The New Yorker
The ultimate in class and style, this stunning 
padfolio combines rich Napa leather and sleek, 
fine-weave nylon, accented with a cream saddle 
stitch. Features include an exterior pocket and 
numerous interior pockets for a USB, letters, 
notes, business cards and pens. Includes an 8½” 
x 11” lined writing pad.

Size:  9½”W x 12½”H
Colors:  Black, Rust
Imprint:  On back panel approx. 7”W x 5”H
Deboss:  On front panel, approx: 4”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Imprint 63.00 50.47 48.57 46.62 
Deboss 65.80 52.39 50.40 48.12           
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6582
The Legend (Zip-around padfolio)
Super-soft brushed twill complimented by supple full-grain 
leather is trimmed in a cream saddle stitch to perfect this 
exquisite piece. The inside organizer features a full-size 
open pocket, zippered pocket, mesh pocket, pen loop, 
card pocket and a flap pocket for a PDA. A generous open 
pocket outside and a secure zip around feature complete 
this perfect piece for the style savvy. Includes memo pad.

Size:  11”W x 13”H x 2”D
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  on the leather trim 
 approx. 4¼”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Deboss 82.80 66.06 63.61 60.84 

6582

8187A
Zip-Around Pad Organizer
Made of rich full grain cowhide leather, the inside features 
a file folio organizer, with pocket for a palm pilot, cards and 
pens. Zippered around for security and finished with an 
outside open pocket. 

Size:  10½”W x 13¾”H x 2”D
Colors:    Cognac
Deboss:  On outside pocket approx. 4”W x 2½”D or 
 on the flap of pocket inside approx. 3”W x 2”D

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480 
Deboss 104.00 82.98 79.49 76.21 

P6831
Tuscany E-Padfolio
Make a great impression at your next meeting with this 
fashionable, functional padfolio that aims to please. Crafted 
in rich, rustic full-grain leather, highlighted with cream 
stitching & stripe trim, its vintage, distressed design gives 
it a timeless look. The front has a zip pocket for quick 
access to notes or handouts. Inside, there’s a large pocket 
that’s padded for your tablet or important documents. 
There are also several smaller pockets for pens, calcula-
tors, notes, cards, and USBs. The spine of the padfolio 
has dual elastic loops for additional pen or USB capacity. 
Finished with a memo pad that can be flipped to adjust for 
left-handed use.

Size:  10 ½”W x 13 ½”H x 1 ½”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On front pocket approx. 4”W x 3”H
 
(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480 
Deboss 93.00 74.49 71.30 68.17

           

P6831

8187A
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P8190
Under arm File Organizer
Luxuriously crafted with full grain nappa leather, this file orga-
nizer is perfect for any meeting. It is large enough to store legal 
size files. The main compartment opens in an accordion style, 
allowing easy access and organization to your documents and 
files, as well as a padded sleeve for your tablet. The inside also 
has an open pocket, card organizers, and pen loops. On the 
outside, there is a large zip pocket for notes or handouts.Be 
efficient, and make a great first impression at any meeting with 
this beautiful file organizer!

Size:  15 ½”W x 11 ¼”H x 1”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front pocket approx. 4”W x 3”D
 
(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480 
Deboss 89.00 71.26 68.18 64.75

           

P8190

6741
The Londoner 
(Deluxe Zippered Padfolio W/3-Ring Binder)
Made with the finest Napa leather and sleek fine-weave nylon, this mobile office 
is big on style and function. Ideal for you next meeting, it features a large exterior 
pocket with magnetic closure, a detachable 1.5” 3-ring binder, calculator, endless 
interior pockets to accommodate a pen, business cards, USB, PDA and phone, 
and has a detachable shoulder strap & soft gripped leather handle. Includes an 
8.5” x 11” lined memo pad.

Size:  10½”W x14”H x 2¼”D
Colors:  Rust
Imprint:  On back panel approx. 7”W x 5”H
Deboss:  On front panel approx. 4”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Imprint 116.00 91.46 87.90 84.27 
Deboss 118.00 93.79 90.15 86.44

           

6741

P8168
Zip-Around efolio
Made of supple NAPA cowhide, this functional folio is packed 
with pockets. Inside it has a padded sleeve for tablet and elas-
tic loops for USBs. There are also pockets for notes, cards, 
ID, and pens. Zips completely around to hold contents securely 
in place and includes a memo pad. 
 
Size:  13 ¾”H x 10 ½”W x 1 ½”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint: On front pocket approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480 
Deboss 84.00 67.22 64.27 61.00           

P8168
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P6282
Tablet Sling
Superbly crafted in rich, supple Columbian leather 
accented with a woven trim, really makes this bag 
pop! The flap is secured with a subtle magnet to 
complete the gorgeous design. Inside the main com-
partment, there is a padded sleeve for a tablet, a zip 
pocket for wallet, two pen loops, and open pockets 
for phone or keys. A zip pocket in the back secures 
your important incidentals. An adjustable shoulder 
strap completes this stunning piece. 

Size:  9”W x 11”H x 3”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  on the flap approx 3 ½”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 136.00 108.74 104.41 99.81              

P6833
The Tuscany Messenger
This rugged, stylish messenger is ideal for daily use! 
Crated in rich, rustic full-grain leather, highlighted 
with cream stitching & stripe trim, its distressed, 
vintage look has ageless appeal. The front flap is 
secured by two subtle magnets. Beneath the flap, 
there’s a subtle, vertical zip pocket that’s padded for 
your tablet. Inside the main compartment, there are 
another two compartments with a zip pocket divider 
in the middle. It also has pen loops, card pockets, 
dual open pockets, and a zip pocket for phone or 
keys. On the side, it has an open pocket and two 
pen loops for quick access. On the back, there’s an 
additional open pocket to hold a notepad.

Size:  15”W x 11 ½”H x 4 ½”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 168.00 134.67 129.67 124.17            

P6282

P6833

P6836
Tuscany Compucase
This rugged briefcase means serious business! Its vintage distressed look gives the impression 
that you are not to be taken lightly. Crafted in rich, rustic full grain leather highlighted with cream 
stitching & stripe leather. Features include a hidden vertical zip pocket in the front for a tablet. 
A flap pocket is secured by magnets with card pockets, pen loops, two open pockets, and a zip 
pocket inside. The spacious main compartment has space for files & documents, along with 3 
large open pockets. The back zip compartment unzips all the way to reveal a TSA friendly padded 
15.4” laptop sleeve. The back of this bag has a large open pocket which is secured by a subtle 
magnet, and a webbing strap on the back to allow it to fit securely over a luggage handle. Rein-
forced dual handles and detachable shoulder strap help complete this amazing case.

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 5 ½”D
Colors:  Black , Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 202.00 162.15 156.23 149.67              

P6836
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6575
The Diplomat
Made of suede-like brushed twill and full grain leather, 
and trimmed in a cream saddle stitch, giving this case a 
sharp appearance. Beneath the flap, there is a full-size 
open pocket with additional pockets for palm pilot, cards, 
and pens. Features a zip pocket inside the roomy main 
compartment and an open pocket in the back. A side 
phone pocket, soft-grip handle, and detachable shoulder 
strap finish this fine, functional piece. 

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 5 ½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front flap approx. 4 1/2” x 2 3/4”

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 116.00 92.18 88.59 84.94              

P6079
The Reporter 
This ultra-cool vertical case, made of vegetable 
tanned Columbia cowhide, provides a completely 
different look. Beneath the flap, you’ll find a zip 
pocket and additional pockets for calculator, notes, 
cards, pens, and other accessories. It also has a 
roomy main compartment for your files &docu-
ments.  The rear compartment unzips all the way 
down to reveal a TSA friendly 15.4” padded laptop 
sleeve. Top carry handles and a detachable shoul-
der strap finish this case.

Size:  12½”W x 14”H x 5½”D
Colors:  Black, Tan
Deboss:  On front flap approx. 4¼”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 208.00  166.17  160.08  153.75             

P6826
The Outback Compucase
Rustic, oil-rubbed leather, trimmed with creamy stitching and contrast leather 
give this case a casual, timeless look.  Features a TSA-friendly computer 
sleeve for a 17 “ laptop, and a mesh pocket in the back section. Inside the front 
compartment, a padded sleeve for a tablet and pockets for business accessories 
await your items.  In the center,  you’ll find a spacious main compartment with 
three open pockets and a zip-pocket for files, documents, and valuables. Dual 
handles and a detachable shoulder strap complete this ultimate piece.

Size:  16½”W x 12¾”H x 6½”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On front zip pocket approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 188.00  150.83  145.29  139.17             

P6826

6575

P6079
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6823
The Outback Sling
This oil-rubbed, rustic leather lends itself to a timeless character and ca-
sual look. Trimmed with cream stitching and contrast leather, it’s a stylish 
stand-out. Other features include a padded sleeve for an iPad/Netbook in 
the main compartment, pockets for cell phone, cards, pens and USB, and 
an open pocket in the back. A single tuck-in buckle lock on the flap provides 
added security, while an adjustable shoulder strap finishes this fine piece.

Size:  9”W x 10¾”H x 3¼”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  on front flap appox 4”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 104.00 82.53 79.27 75.97              

6745

6745
The Austrailian Vertical Messenger
This high-impact piece is made with the fine Napa leather paired with sleek, fine-
weave nylon trimmed with a contrast stitch and modern metal fittings. Beneath 
the flap pocket with magnetic closure, you’ll find a roomy front pocket complete 
with an organizer to hold all your business accessories. The spacious main com-
partment boasts a large, zippered pocket. An open pocket in the back. Includes a 
fully adjustable, padded, detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  11½”W x 13½”H x 4¾”D
Colors:  Black, Rust
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 137.00 109.21 105.19 100.56             

6072
Exp. Leather Soft Brief
Made of Macchiato full grain cowhide. This elegant brief expands 2” 
extra & it could be used as an overnighter when needed. Roomy main 
compartment, an accordion file in the back. The zip compartment in 
the front contains pockets for business accessories. It also has leather 
handles & a detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  17” x 12” x 6”Expand to 8 1/2”
Colors:  Cognac
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 164.00 131.43 126.54 121.17             
Special: $98.00 (R)

P6255
Prospector Briefcase
This chic flap-over brief is built to last with an ageless appeal. Made of heavy-duty 20 oz canvas 
and full grain leather. it features dual belt straps with magnetic snap closure on the flap. 
Beneath the flap reveals a large open pocket with 2 open pockets, 3 card pockets, and 2 pen 
loops inside. The main compartment has a zipper top and inside, there is a zipper pocket and 
a 15.4” padded laptop sleeve. On the back , there is a large zipper pocket for documents,  and 
a zip pocket on the side for small items. It is finished with a top carry handle and a removable 
shoulder strap.

Size:  15 ½”W x 12”H x 4 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Olive Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx 4”W x 3”H
Embroidery:  On front panel below flap 
 approx 3 ¾”W x 3 ½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 134.00 107.18 103.10 98.67           

P6255

6823

6072
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6154

6154
The Editor
Made of fine NAPA cowhide leather, this compact case holds 
your computer in a padded sleeve with additional padding 
for extra safety. Inside is a full size zip pocket, along with 
additional pockets for CDs, palm pilot, power pack, cards, 
and pens. Front and back outside zip pockets. Detachable 
shoulder strap.

Size:  17”W x 12”H x 3½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front panel as shown 
 approx. 4¼”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 177.00 141.24 135.99 130.56              

P6123
Computer Brief
Commute in style with this beautiful briefcase. Made of supple 
Florida leather. The front has a subtle pocket for your tablet. 
The zipper compartment has space for your pens, cards, 
and notes with open pocket organizers and a zip pocket.  The 
spacious main compartment has plenty of room for your 
folders and files, and three open pockets allow for even more 
organization. The TSA friendly back compartment unzips all the 
way to reveal a padded 15.4” laptop sleeve and a mesh pocket 
for your magazines. The back has a webbing strap which can fit 
securely over a telescoping luggage handle. Dual handles and a 
detachable shoulder strap complete this attractive piece.

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 6”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On n front pocket approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 208.00 167.00 160.92 154.17              

P6123

6048
Soft Brief/Compucase
Made of top grain cowhide leather with leatherette trim, this case features double compartments. Main compartment is foam padded 
with a computer sleeve. Back compartment has a 3 accordion file. Front gusseted compartment contains several pockets for CDs, 
palm pilot, disks, cards and pens. Outside front and back zip pockets. A unique leather strap allows bag to fit securely over the pull-up 
handle on your luggage. Detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 6”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  Front panel close to zipper 
 approx. 4”W x 2½”H
 or on the horizontal leather strap in front 
 approx. 4”W x 1”H
Embroidery:  Available on front zip pocket 
 approx. 4”W x 2¼”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 168.00 134.00 129.00 123.83         

6048
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6085
Messenger Bag
High gloss aniline leather gives this messenger mass appeal. Ooz-
ing style and filled with function, it boasts a front zip pocket for easy 
access to travel documents and other incidentals, dual side pockets 
for a phone and beverage, and a fully-lined interior with a full orga-
nizer in the front section for cards, pens and other small items, a 
zip compartment in the middle, and a roomy third area with another 
zip pocket ideal for a wallet. An adjustable shoulder strap has plush 
padding for added comfort.

Size:  14”W x 11”H x 4¾”D
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  Front flap approx. 4”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 176.00 140.43 135.22 129.82              

6085

3688
The Insider
Done in ultra-luxe NAPA leather, this brief boasts loads of features. A 
front zip pocket has an organizer for cards, pens and keys and allows 
quick access to travel documents and other incidentals. The spacious 
main is fully-lined and features a removable sleeve that may be used to 
hold a laptop or file folders and documents, and a large zip pocket perfect 
to keep smaller items secure. Other highlights include a phone pocket, a 
large open pocket on the back, dual leather handles, and an ultra-plush, 
adjustable padded shoulder strap.

Size:  15½”W x 11”H x 4”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  on front pocket 4”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 172.00 137.22 132.11 126.83             

3688

6088
The Express (softside brief)
Made of supple fine NAPA cowhide, the unique design of this innovative case allows it to be lightweight (approx. 3 lbs) and 
compact, yet packed with powerful features. A wide opening in the center allows easy access to four separate sections with 
two large zippered mesh pockets and a zippered divider in the middle. In addition, it has a zip compartment on each side 
and boasts numerous pockets for a PDA, phone, cards, pens and incidentals. A side-zip pocket on the front panel, soft-grip 
handle and detachable shoulder strap complete this stylish, contemporary case.

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 3”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front panel approx. 4¼”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 164.00 130.78 125.89 120.84             6088
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6089

6089
Leather Briefcase
Done in sleek, supple leather with leatherette trim. 
Its minimalist design boasts double front flap closure 
pockets, ideal for keys and accessories, and a place 
to secure your memory stick. A full size linear back 
zip pocket houses a full organizer, with space for a 
phone, cards and pens. The fullylined interior features 
two generous open pockets and a spacious zip pocket 
for incidentals. Polished chrome fixtures, accented 
with cream stitches, leather wrapped handles and 
a padded, adjustable shoulder strap complete this 
stunning piece.

Size:  15½”W x 11½”H x 4½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front flap approx. 4½”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 164.00 130.78 125.89 120.84            

6034A
Soft Brief
Made of supple NAPA cowhide leather with 
leatherette trim. Features include double 
compartments, front zip-down organizer with 
file folio, and pockets for cards, pens, palm 
pilot, etc. Inside zip pocket, back zip pocket, 
and detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  17”W x 11½”H x 4”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  Front panel between handles 
 approx. 3½”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 140.00 111.48 107.24 102.89          

6034A

6047
Expandable Soft Brief (Not Bellino)
Made of fine NAPA cowhide leather with leatherette trim, this case 
has double compartments, expands from 5½” to 7”, and has a 
3-accordion file in the back compartment. Inside the front u-shaped 
pocket you?l find a zip pocket, palm pilot pocket, pen and cardhold-
ers. Outside is finished with an additional front zip pocket, back zip 
pocket, and detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 5½”D Expands to 7”
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  Front panel between handles 
 approx. 4”W x 2¾”H
Embroidery:  On front pocket between handle 
 approx. 3”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 158.00 125.96 121.23 116.35            

6047
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6049
Soft Brief/Compucase
Made of top grain leather trimmed in leatherette. 
Features include a computer sleeve, a zip pocket, 
and additional pockets for CDs, disks, cards, and 
pens inside. 2 accordion files, 2 front zip pockets, 
and 1 rear zip pocket. Detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  16”W x 11¾”H x 4”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front zip pocket left side 
 approx. 4½”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 201-480
Deboss 132.00 105.49 101.25 97.15             

6049

P5525

P5525
Leather Messenger
Supple Napa leather mixed with leatherette gives 
this modern messenger bag its unique look. Features 
include a padded sleeve for 15.4” laptop, a piggyback 
iPad sleeve inside the main compartment, and orga-
nizer pockets inside the large open pocket on the front 
panel. On the flap, there’s a quick-access pocket in the 
corner for business cards. A zip-pocket on the back, 
soft-grip handle on top, and adjustable shoulder strap 
further compliment the bag.

Size:  15 ½“W x 11 ½”H x 4 ½”D
Colors:  Black
Embroidery:  On the flap approx 3 ½ x 3”H
Deboss: On the flap approx 4 ½ x 3”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Deboss 107.20 85.50 82.13 78.33            

P3725
Lawyer Case
Made of split cowhide leather, this case features a 
unique metal frame that allows the case to remain 
open for easy access to the three inside compart-
ments. The middle compartment is padded to 
accommodate a laptop, and also has a padded 
tablet sleeve. The other compartments have room 
for all your files , folders, and books. There is also 
a organizer inside for your notes, writing utensils, 
gadgets, and cards. The case is secured by a 3 
section key lock with a buckle strap. Four metal 
feet on the bottom protect this case from exces-
sive wear and tear. 

Size:  18”W x 12”H x 7”D
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On buckle strap approx 2”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 236.00 188.68 181.84 174.69              

P3725
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6113
6113

Columbia Vertical Laptop Messenger
Rich colombia leather, a contrast saddle stitch, and 
brushed metal fixtures give this modern messenger 
its refined look. Beneath the flap, you’ll find numerous 
features, including a front zip pocket with a full orga-
nizer to secure a PDA, phone, cards, pens, USB and 
memory card. Its streamlined interior is fully-lined, with 
a padded sleeve for 15.4” computer. Outside, the rear 
zip pocket is perfect for plane tickets and periodicals. 
Adjustable shoulder strap.

Size:  12”W x 13”H x 3½”D
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx.4¼”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 190.00 151.69 146.10 140.29       

P6086P6086
Max Messenger
Made of supple NAPA leather, this modern 
messenger boasts a padded zip pocket for your 
iPad or tablet and an additional zip pocket for 
stationary or incidentals.  The spacious main 
compartment has ample room for everything else.  
A zip pocket and two gusseted pockets inside the 
main compartment for phones and keys. Outside, 
there’s an open pocket on the side and back, and 
the curved front flap gives it a unique look.  

Size:  13”W x 15”H x 4”D
Colors:  Blk
Deboss:  On the flap approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 162.00 129.18 124.34 119.35             

6094

6094
The Cancun (Computer Sling)
Crafted in pure vegetable tan NAPA cowhide, this 
universal, stylish bag is casually cool and fiercely 
functional. The spacious main compartment boasts a 
padded computer sleeve with plenty of pockets for a 
PDA, cards, USB holder and pen holders, as well as a 
zip pocket for important documents. Beneath the flap, 
you’ll find dual open pockets for accessories. An open 
pocket on the back, hidden mesh pocket on the side, 
phone pocket and adjustable shoulder strap complete 
this captivating case

Size:  15”W x 11½”H x 4½”D
Colors:  Tan, Black
Deboss:  On the front flap approx. 4¼”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 186.00 148.48 142.99 137.30              
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P4724

P4724
Russo Briefcase
The classic combination of fine canvas and luxe leather makes this stunning 
case perfect for the fashion savvy. Inside, the main compartment features 
a padded sleeve for a 15” laptop, dual open pockets and a pen loop for 
keys, phone, and a zip pocket for valuables. Under the flap, there’s a padded 
pocket for a tablet and an open pocket for incidentals. Dual push lock buckles 
secure the contents, and a soft-grip leather handle and detachable shoulder 
strap finish its luxurious style.

Size:  15½”W x 11¼”H x 4”D
Colors:  Tan
Deboss:  On the flap approx 3¾”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 128.00 102.33  98.42  94.17              

6536
Computer Brief
A refined combination of 18 ounce cotton and Colombian leather, 
this sleek case is both stylish and functional. Accented with 
cream stitches and antique brass fixtures, the exterior features 
s front flap pocket with a full organizer to hold a PDA, phone, 
cards, pens, USB and memory card. The main compartment is 
fully lined, with a padded sleeve for 15.4” computer and additional 
pockets for cables and chargers. Its back compartment boasts a 
divider for files and large zippered pocket for personal items. An 
outside pocket on the back has a magnetic closure and a strap 
that allows the bag to fit securely over the pull out handle on your 
luggage. Dual leather-wrapped handles and a padded detachable 
shoulder strap trimmed in leather finish this fine piece.

Size:  15 1/2” x 11 1/2”x 3 3/4”
Colors:  Sand
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 118.00 93.79  90.15  86.44              

6112
6112

Leather Messenger
Done in rich Columbia leather trimmed in a creamy saddle 
stitch, this messenger is ideal for those who demand the best. 
Beneath the flap-over closure, you’ll find a roomy open pocket 
with a full organizer to hold a PDA, ipod, cards, pens and 
memory stick. Its spacious main compartment is fullylined, with 
a detachable key ring, and a linear zip pocket to keep personal 
items secure. An exterior rear zip pocket runs the length of the 
bag and has additional space for a phone, pens and other small 
items. The carry handle and adjustable strap are both padded 
for comfort. Brushed metal fixtures.

Size:  14½”W x 11”H x 4¼”D
Colors:  Brown, Black
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4½”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 193.00 154.10 148.43 142.53            

6536
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P6523 P6523
The Autumn Messenger
This rugged, stone-wash 20 oz canvas messenger is trimmed 
with rich Columbia leather and surrounded by a creamy contrast 
stitch. Ultra durable to withstand heavy use, it features a 
padded sleeve for a 15.4” computer and a piggyback sleeve for 
an iPad or tablet inside the main compartment. An organizer 
pocket holds business accessories inside the front panel 
compartment. Additionally, there is a zip pocket 
inside, and an open pocket in the back with a strap that allows 
this case to fit over a luggage handle. A sleek metal buckle 
at the bottom neatly secures the flap, and a soft-grip leather 
handle finish this fine piece.

Size:  15½”W x 11½”H x 3¾”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On the flap edge left or right corner 
 approx 4”W x 1½”H
Embroidery: On the flap approx 4½”W x 2½”H 

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Imprint 122.00  97.48  93.73  89.67              

P6522

P6525

P6522
The Autumn Slim Expandable Brief
This sleek, slim briefcase is ideal when you just need to carry a few things. 
When you need extra space, simply unzip the bottom to enlarge it. The 
rugged, stone-washed, 20oz canvas is trimmed with rich Columbia leather 
topped with a creamy stitch.  Features include a padded sleeve inside for an 
iPad or tablet, a zip pocket and 2 additional pockets for phone and keys inside 
the main compartment.  A striking, aluminum zipper in front makes this case 
stunning.  A webbing strap in the back to allows the case to fit securely over 
a luggage handle.  A soft-grip leather handle and a detachable shoulder strap 
finish this fine piece.

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 2”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On front top between handles approx 3½”W x 2”H
Embroidery: On front pocket approx 5”W x 3½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 112.00  89.40  85.92  82.17             

P6525
The Autumn Scan Express Compucase
This rugged, stone-washed, 20oz canvas case is trimmed with rich 
Columbia leather and accented with a creamy stitch.  Its durable 
material can take tough abuse!   The TSA-friendly compartment in the 
back holds up to a 17” computer and a piggyback sleeve secures your 
iPad or tablet.  A spacious main compartment in the middle holds all 
your office essentials, a zip compartment in front contain pockets for 
phone, USB, cards, notes, pens, and a zip mesh pocket holds wires 
and chargers.  An alluring aluminum zipper in 
front gives this case an intriguing look.  A 
soft-grip leather handle, detachable shoulder 
strap, and a webbing loop in the back that 
allows you to secure the case over a luggage 
handle complete this case. 

Size:  16”W x 12”H x 5”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On front top between handles 
 approx 3½”W x 2”H
Embroidery: On front pocket approx 5”W x 3½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 152.00  121.13 116.57 111.87             
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6574
The Commander Messenger
A stunning mix of suede-like brushed twill and full-grain cowhide leather, trimmed 
with a creamy saddle stitch, creates a cool, casual saddlebag perfect for 
everyone. Its spacious, open compartment features a zip pocket inside. Beneath 
the flap, you’ll find loads of pockets, including a full-size open pocket for a PDA, 
phone, cards and pens. A zip pocket on the back adds a finishing touch.

Size:  16½”W x 11¼”H x 4½”D
Colors:  Black, Brown, Atlantic Blue, Rose Pink
Deboss:  On leather trim of the front flap approx. 4”W x 2¼”H
Embroidery:  On the front flap above the leather trim 
 approx. 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 123.00 97.81 94.03 90.18             

6574

6589
The Tribeca
A beautiful blend of suede-like brushed twill and fullgrain 
cowhide, trimmed with a creamy saddle stitch, this trendy, 
too-zip tote is ideal for everyday. It features double compart-
ments, with a zip divider in the middle. Inside, there’s a 
zip pocket for important documents, removable computer 
sleeve on one side and countless pockets for a PDA, phone, 
cards and pens on the other.

Size:  15¾”W x 13”H x 5”D
Colors:  Black, Brown, Atlantic Blue, Rose Pink
Deboss:  At top strip between handle 
 approx 4”W x 1¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 128.00 101.83 97.92 93.92              

6589

6583

6583
The Rendezvous (Tote)
To create this stylish tote, rich brushed twill and supple full grain leather are combined 
and complimented by a creamy saddle stitch. Its spacious main compartment is fully 
lined, features a full-size zip pocket and a pouch for incidentals and zips at the top. 
Outside boasts a clever zip-down organizer, with accordion file and numerous pockets 
for a cell phone, PDA, cards, pens, keys, and accessories. An additional pocket 
beneath the flap is perfect for travel documents. A hidden rear zip leads to yet another 
roomy pocket. It’s the perfect tote for travel and your daily commute. 

Size:  15½”W x 14”H x 6”D
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On front leather flap approx. 4¼”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 118.00 93.79 90.15 86.44              
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6098

6098
The Madison Tote
Made of supple NAPA leather, this classic, stylish tote 
caters to the most discriminating executives. Amenities 
abound, including padding for a laptop, a spacious main 
compartment with pockets for a PDA, phone, cards, 
pens and keys, a zip pocket for sensitive documents, 
and an extra pouch for accessories, complete with a 
sleek, magnetic strap closure in the center.

Size:  16”W x 12¼”H x 4½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front panel below the strap 
 approx. 4”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 178.00 142.04 136.77 131.31           

6748
The Euro Ladies’ Tote
A classic tote with modern flair, this stunning tote 
combines supple Napa leather and sleek, fine-weave nylon. 
Outside features include dual flap pockets with magnetic 
closure, a front zippered pocket and open back pocket. 
Inside you”ll find a generous main compartment with 
detachable leather pouch, padded laptop sleeve, zip and 
open pockets and full organizer for all your business and 
personal accessories. Includes a fully-adjustable, padded, 
detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  15½”W x 12”H x 3¾”D
Colors:  Black, Rust
Deboss:  On front flap approx. 2¾”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 160.00 127.57 122.78 117.85              

6748

P5523
Leather Tote
Supple Napa leather, leatherette trim and rich, 
shiny croc give this gorgeous ladies’ tote undeni-
able appeal. The front features an open pocket for 
easy access to phone or keys while the spacious 
main compartment has a padded sleeve to neatly 
secure a 14” laptop.  A large zip-pocket with dual 
open pockets for keys, phone and incidentals and 
a zipper at the top finish this function tote in sleek 
style.

Size:  16”W x 14 ½”H x 4 ½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4 x 3”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Deboss 87.20 69.33 66.50 63.33             

P5523

P6246
Accordion Hobo Tote
This ingenious tote bag is the perfect travel companion! Light 
and compact, it folds up when not in use and easily opens up 
to be a full size tote in seconds. It is easy to pack it inside 
your purse or luggage and simply expands to carry your pur-
chased souvenirs home. The clever accordion design makes it 
simple to expand and pack up, simply pull on both ends of the 
zipper and the bag will fold up easily. Made of 12 oz canvas 
with full grain leather handles. 

Size: Fold up: 27”W x 3”H x ¾”D
 Open: 17”W x 14”H x 6”D
Colors:  Black, Natural
Deboss:  On front or back panel approx 9”W x 7”H
Embroidery: On front or back panel approx 5 ½”W x 5”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 40.50 32.66 31.47 30.15          

P6246
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P3650
Leather Mini Backpack
This casual, mini backpack is both stylish and functional.   Made with supple 
lamb-skin leather, it’s the perfect piece to take anywhere. Features front flap 
and top zipper pockets, a zip pocket in the back, side entry zip pocket and 
side open pocket.  Also boasts a clever back strap that features a zipper that 
allows it to function as a single or double strap.

Size:  8”W X 12½”H X 4½”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  on front flap 
 approx  3½”W x 2¼”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 39.00 31.29 29.84 28.33            

P3650

P5526
Leather Backpack
This popular backpack finished in supple Nappa leather and trimmed leatherette is ideal 
for daily use at the office, work, and outdoors. Features include a padded sleeve for a 15” 
laptop with a piggyback tablet sleeve, a zip compartment in front complete with pockets 
for business accessories, as well as two zip pockets on the gusset.  The soft-grip handle 
and leather back straps finish this sleek, practical design.

Size:  12”W x 17”H x 6”D
Colors:  Black
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx 3 ¼ x 3”H
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4 x 3”H

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Deboss 107.20 85.50 82.13 78.33             

P5526

6744
The Parisian
Small on size but big on style, this mini backpack combines supple Napa leather with 
sleek, fine-weave nylon for a luxe look. Packed with features, the exterior boasts a 
magnetic flap-over closure, outside zip and open pockets, quick-access pockets on the 
side and in the back, side phone pocket and fully-adjustable shoulder strap that allows 
you to convert the bag from a single strap to backpack style. Inside you find a roomy 
main compartment with detachable leather pouch, card slots, penholders, zip and 
open pockets and a place for your phone.

Size:  9¼”W x 11”H x 3½”D
Colors:  Black. Rust
Deboss:  On the flap or front pocket approx. 3½”W x 2½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 102.00  81.37  77.93  74.72              

P4722
Bella Backpack
A fusion of luxe leather and fine canvas twill creates this crisp, stylish 
backpack. It boasts a zip -pocket inside for valuables with a push lock system 
on the flap to secure the contents inside. A zip-pocket on the outside and a 
size zip-pocket on the main compartment allow for easy access to items. An 
adjustable leather back strap and top handle finish its European style.

Size:  10”W x 12½”H x 5¾”D
Colors:  Tan
Deboss:  On the flap approx 4”W x 2¼”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 108.00  85.42  81.88  78.13              

P4722

6744
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6749
The Trans Continental Computer Brief
Made with luxe Napa leather and sleek, fine-weave 
nylon, this unbeatable brief is filled with features. 
Dual padded compartments hold a laptop up to 
17”, boast numerous pockets for business acces-
sories and an accordion file. Outside you’ll find a 
large front pocket with a full organizer to hold your 
phone, PDA, USB, cards, pens & zip pouch outside 
for quick access. The back has a multi-use pocket 
that can be unzipped to allow the bag to fit over a 
pull-out luggage. A detachable extra wide shoulder 
strap.

Size:  17”W x 12”H x 5¼”D
Colors:  Rust
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 166.00 132.39 127.45 122.34              

6749

6117
Flap-Over Computer Brief
When nothing less than the best will do, this 
piece is sure to please. Rich Columbia leather, 
accented with a contrast saddle stitch and 
brushed metal fixtures, gives this piece a 
luxurious look with a supple hand. Seemingly 
endless features include an open pocket with 
a full organizer for a PDA, phone, cards, pens, 
USB and memory card. A spacious interior 
with 3 compartments which contains a full size 
zipper pocket in the middle, a removable bubble 
foam padded sleeve for 15.4” computer in the 
back and file compartment in the front.A full 
size open pocket in the back for paperwork. A 
leather-wrapped handle, fully adjustable, remov-
able padded shoulder strap and tucklock closure 
complete the exterior of the case.

Size:  15½”W x 11”H x 5”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4¼”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 248.00 196.33 191.17 183.67              

6117

3997
Exp Leather Attache
Made of split cowhide, leather interior in the lid inside & 
washable leatherette at the bottom inside. 5 files, calcu-
lator pockets, card & pen holders, comb lock.

Size:  17¾”W x 12½”H x 4”D expands to 5”D
Colors:  Black, Burg
Imprint:  On the front panel corner approx. 5”W x 3”H
Deboss:  On top corners approx 3”Wx 1¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Imprint 180.00 142.93 137.63 132.14
Deboss 182.00 145.26 139.88 134.30
             

3997
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P6524

P6524
The Autumn Computer Backpack (Scan Express)
This rugged, stone-washed, 20 oz canvas backpack is trimmed with rich Columbia leather and 
highlighted with a creamy stitch.  It’s durable material is made to withstand heavy daily use.  
The TSA-friendly padded sleeve in the rear compartment holds up to a 17” computer, and a 
piggyback sleeve holds an iPad or tablet.  A spacious main compartment in the middle for 
other work loads. At the bottom  front pocket, it contains pockets for business accessories, 
and at the top, there’s a media pocket.  The fashion aluminum zippers in front panel make the 
case pop. Dual zip pockets on the side, a soft-grip leather handle, and a leather back strap 
complete this stunning piece.

Size:  13”W x 18”H x 7”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On top pocket approx  4½”W x 3”H
Embroidery: On bottom pocket 
 approx 4½”W x 3½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 147.00 117.11 112.68 108.13           

P6835
Tuscany Compu Backpack
This rugged backpack, done in rich, rustic, full grain leather, highlighted with cream 
stitching & striped trim, has vintage style with timeless appeal! Features include 
a flap pocket secured by magnetic closure, with pen loops, dual open pockets, a 
card pocket, and a zip pocket inside. On the front, there’s also a subtle vertical zip 
pocket to secure a tablet. The spacious main compartment is large enough for all 
your essentials.  The back panel can unzip all the way to reveal a TSA friendly 15.4” 
padded laptop sleeve. The backpack comes complete with a luggage strap to fit se-
curely over a luggage handle. A top handle and padded straps finish this fine piece. 

Size:  13”W x 17”H x 6”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On front or top pocket approx 3 ¾”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 202.00  162.15  156.23 149.67             

The back panel has a webbing strap to fit 
securely over a luggage handle

P6252
Maverick Backpack
Designed through a mix of outdoorsy ruggedness and European styl-
ing, this backpack is the perfect choice for the adventurer! Made of 
20 oz canvas and full grain leather, accented w/ metal hardware. The 
top flap is secured by dual belt straps with magnetic snaps. Under-
neath the flap there is a large open pocket that has an open pocket 
and two pen loops. The main compartment has a padded sleeve for 
a 15.4” laptop, and a zipper pocket for accessories. At the top it is 
secured by a leather drawstring closure. Two large open pockets on 
the sides and padded shoulder strap for comfort.

Size:  17”H x 12”W x 6 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Olive Brown
Embroidery:  On the flap approx 4”H x 3”H
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4”W x 3 ½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 156.00 124.97 120.29 115.17             

P6252

P6835
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P6205
Leather Duffle
Made of supple leather, it’s a great travel companion for your 
next journey. The spacious main compartment is large enough 
to carry all of your essentials. A zip pocket inside secures your 
important items. On the side, there is a zip pocket with an air 
vent designed for shoes or laundry. Soft dual handles and detach-
able, adjustable shoulder strap complete this piece.

Size:  20”W x 11”H x 10”D 
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 128.00 102.33 98.42 94.17
             

P6206
Eiffel Leather Duffle
Travel with class in this vintage-style duffle made of rich 
supple Columbia leather, with a heavy duty vinyl bottom 
and four metal feet to protect against water damage and 
wear & tear. Inside the main compartment, there is a 
large zippered pocket for small valuables. At the ends of 
the duffle, there are dual button snaps on each side that 
allow the bag to be adjusted for different cargo loads. 
This duffle has dual carry handles and a removable, 
padded shoulder strap, allowing for easy mobility and 
carrying.  

Size:  20”W x 12”H x 10 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On Front Pocket or above pocket approx  
 4”W x 2 ¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 264.00 211.20 203.60 195.63
             

P6205

P6837
Tuscany Duffel
You’re sure to get compliments with this magnificent duffel. 
Crafted in rich, rustic full-grain leather, highlighted with 
cream stitching & stripe trim, its timeless vintage look will 
never go out of style. Features include a magnetic, flap-
pocket outside and a zip pocket inside for small items. The 
main compartment has a wide-mouth opening for maximum 
space and ease in packing. The ends of the zipper boast 
unique, brass tuck-lock systems to secure contents in style. 
A webbing loop in the back allows the duffel to attach to 
a luggage handle, making airport travel easier, while dual 
reinforced handles and a padded shoulder strap help to 
ease your commute. 

Size:  20”W x 13 ½”H x 10”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 222.00 178.32 171.85 164.67
             

P6837

P6206
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6572
The Voyager
Made of suede-like brushed twill and full grain leather, its creamy 
saddle stitch trim gives this luxe, lightweight case a sharp 
appearance. This classic case features full lining, a front flap 
pocket, and zip pocket inside. Also boasts a soft-grip handle, 
plush padded detachable shoulder strap, and four metal feet on 
the bottom to protect against wear.

Size:  21”W x 10¾”H x 9”D
Colors:  Black, Brown, Atlantic Blue, Rose Pink
Deboss:  On front pocket flap approx. 4¼”W x 2”H
Embroidery:  Above the leather flap approx. 4”W x 1½”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 160.00 127.57 122.78 117.85
             

6572

P6527
The Autumn Duffle 
This rugged, stone-washed, 20oz canvas duffel is trimmed 
with rich Columbia leather and topped with a creamy stitch.  
Its durable material is designed to withstand heavy daily use.  
A striking aluminum zipper in front lends itself to the unique 
look of this travel piece.  Other features include a zip pocket 
inside the spacious main compartment, an open pocket on 
each end, and an additional open pocket on the back with a 
clever strap that allows this bag to fit over a luggage handle. 
Boasts five metal feet at the bottom for added protection 
from wear.  A soft-grip leather handle and detachable 
shoulder strap finish this fine piece. 

Size:  20½”W x 12”H x 11”D
Colors:  Brown
Deboss:  On front top between handles approx 4”W x 2”H
Embroidery: On front pocket approx 5”W x 4”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 155.00 123.55 118.90 114.11             

P6527

P6508
Classic Duffle
This classic duffle, done in fine-weave nylon and supple napa leather, is 
topped off with a creamy contrast trim.  Ideal for your next trip, features 
include a non-slip, heavy-duty vinyl at the bottom, soft-grip handle and 
detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  21”W x 11”H x 9½”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint: Above front pocket approx 5½”W x 4”H 
Embroidery:  Above front pocket approx 3½”W x 3”H
Deboss: Above front pocket approx 3¾”W x 3”H 

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Imprint 150.00 118.80 114.32 109.37
Deboss 152.00 121.13 116.57 111.87             

P6508
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6203
Leather Duffle
This top grain leather, fully lined duffle is an outstanding value. Roomy 
main compartment, 1 side compartment with pockets for grooming aids 
or cosmetics, an open pocket on the opposite side, a front zip pocket 
and a detachable shoulder strap.

Size:  19” x 10” x 10”
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front zip pocket between handle approx. 4”W x 3”D
Embroidery:  On front zip pocket between handle approx 3½”W x 2½”D

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 146.00 116.31 111.90 107.38
             

6203

6728

P6258
Lone Star Duffle 
Made of 20 oz canvas and full grain leather, this duffle is built to last with an ageless appeal 
with luxurious metal hardware. The main compartment has a wide mouth opening for easy 
packing. The inside has two large elastic pockets for shoes or other essentials and a zipper 
pocket for accessories. The ends of the zipper have unique tuck-lock system that gives the 
duffle a stylish shape. At the bottom there are five metal feet to protect against wear & 
tear. Dual carry handles & a detachable shoulder strap completes this gorgeous piece. 

Size:  20 ½”W x 12”H x 10”D
Colors:  Black, Olive Brown
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4”W x 3”H
Embroidery: On the back approx 4 ½”W x 4”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 166.00 133.05 128.10 122.67             

P6258

6728
The Pilot
If you’re tired of carrying the load, this rolling duffel, made of rich cotton 
twill and heavy-duty leatherette, is the ultimate solution. It’s in-line skate 
wheels and pull-up handle take the weight off your shoulders and ensure 
smooth transit. Extra features include 5 elastic open pockets, a zip 
pocket with magnetic closure, and an extra-wide opening at the top. A 
dual handle and detachable shoulder strap complete this cool carry-on. 
Made of rich cotton twill w/ heavy-duty leatherette. 

Size:  22” x 12” x 12”
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 3¾”W x 2”H
Embroidery:  On front pocket 
 approx. 4¼”W x 2½”H Bulky

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 190.00 152.25 146.54 140.63
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67476747
The Italian Carry-On Duffel
A stunning mix of fine cotton twill and luxe leather, this classic, European-style 
satchel features a spacious main compartment, with four elastic pockets for 
shoes, and a zip pocket. The unique framed opening at top stays open for easy 
access. Also boasts an exterior flap pocket, a built-in luggage tag in the back, 
and five metal stubs at the bottom for added protection. Soft- grip handles 
and a detachable shoulder strap add extra appeal. 

Size:  22 x 11½” x 9½”
Colors:  Rust
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 3¾”W x 2”H
Embroidery:  Above the pocket approx. 3¾”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 160.00 127.57 122.78 117.85
             

6750

6750
The South American 21” Upright
This 21” carry-on upright case makes travel a pleasure. Made using the finest NAPA leather 
and sleek, fine-weave nylon, it’s both stylish and functional. The roomy main compartment 
is fully lined & has multiple zippered pockets to keep things organized. The outside features 
additional pockets front & back, a modern recessed handle & in-line skate wheels that allow 
the case to roll smoothly. Soft gripped leather handle, 
two buckled-straps to secure the case firmly.

Size:  21”W x 13”H x 10”D
Colors:  Black, Rust
Deboss:  On front leather flap 
 approx. 4½”W x 2”H (Bulky)

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 210.00 168.33 162.08 155.58
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6588 6588
The Destination Upright Luggage
Travel in sleek sophistication with this classic case made of suede-like brushed twill and luxury 
full-grain leather, set off by a cream saddle stitch. Its flap over design allows the case to be both 
stylish and secure. Its spacious main compartment is fully-lined, features a detachable cosmetic 
case, dual zip pockets for accessories, and a full-size mesh pocket for laundry. Outside, boasts 
a gusseted pocket for last minute items and a unique top pocket for easy access to travel docu-
ments. A gusseted zip pocket on the back is ideal for magazines. Additional features include a 
built-in luggage tag in the back, and a soft-grip leather handle. A locking pull up handle and inline 
skate wheels ensure ease in travel with this stunning case.

Size:  21”H x 14”L x 7½”W
Colors:  Black, Brown, Atlantic Blue, 
 Rose Pink
Deboss:  On front leather flap 
 approx. 4½”W x 2½”H Bulky

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 210.00 168.33 162.08 155.58             

P6221

Leather Folding Luggage
 Having problems finding storage space? Want to get shipping costs down? Don’t worry!   Let this innovative, folding 
luggage solve your problems!  Perfect for tight storage or lowering shipping costs, simply by unzipping the panel at 
both ends and folding them flat, the bag size decreases by about 40%! Also, it’s easy to unassembled the bagt by 
unzipping the panels. Other features include a padded sleeve for a laptop in the front large compartment, and two 
smaller zip-pockets with space for documents or accessories. In the main compartment, three mesh zip-pockets 
store smaller travel accessories. A soft spring carry handle, pull-up handle system and recessed wheels round out 
the functional features. Made of NAPA leather.

P6221

P8508
Garment Cover
Fine-weave nylon and rich Napa leather, complimented 
by creamy contrast stitching, give this garment cover 
its prestigious look.  The ultra-lightweight, sleek 
design features a large zip pocket on the outside to 
accommodate accessories, topped with a soft-grip 
leather handle and a hanger.

Size:  23”W x 46”H
Colors:  Black
Imprint: Above front zipper approx 4”W x 2¾”H
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx 5”W x 4”H
Deboss: Above front zipper approx 4”W x 2¾”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Imprint 150.00 118.80 114.32 109.37
Deboss 152.00 121.13 116.57 111.87                          

P8508

Size:  14½”W x 21”H x 8”D
Colors:  Black
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4”W x 3”H
 Bulky

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 308.00 247.14 238.24 228.88  




